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35x30’ in 4K 

From Fiji to Galapagos and everything 
in between, Facing Waves takes audience 
on a journey of the lifetime.  

 

The series showcases the world’s top 
paddling destinations. Challenge huge 
tidal rapids, sea kayak with whales, 
stand up paddle in the tropics, explore 
remote wilderness canoe trails, and take 
part in some of the world’s most 
extreme whitewater kayak races—these 
are just some of the adventures that 
you’ll see on Facing Waves. 
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Episodes 
 
Episode 101: World Freestyle Kayak Championship 
Nikki Gregg heads to Canada's Ottawa Valley to watch over 200 athletes from around the world compete in the World Freestyle Kayaking 
Championships, and to put her stand up paddling skills to the ultimate test in the huge rapids of the Ottawa River. 
 

Episode 102: Sea Kayak Nunavik 
Nunavik, in Canada's far north, welcomes Nikki Gregg where she learns about the Inuit culture and 
explores Tursujuq National Park by sea kayak. 

 
Episode 103: Paddling North Carolina’s Crsytal Coast 
Nikki Gregg heads to the stunning beaches of North Carolina's Crystal Coast to stand up paddle a world-
class natural playground and meet up with kiteboarders catching big air. 

 
Episode 104: Stand Up Paddling Azores 
Mild weather and warm waters welcome Nikki Gregg as she stand up paddles along the variety of 
coastlines that draw paddlers and adventurers to the Azores. She also visits crystal clear volcanic 
lakes, world-class surf spots and stunning coastal communities. 

 
Episode 105: Paddling Kentucky 
Nikki Gregg discovers spectacular wilderness lakes and secluded sections of river on her SUP and 
visits the vibrant country community of London Laurel County, Kentucky. 

 
 
 
Episode 106: Paddling Papua New Guinea 
Among the numerous islands and atolls of Papua New Guinea, Nikki Gregg experiences traditional festivals, charged canoe races and embarks on 
an exploratory trip down a remote river. 
 
Episode 107: New Caledonia Wind and Surf 
New Caledonia native and professional surfer and windsurfer, Sarah Houser, takes Nikki on a SUP, and surf adventure in New Caledonia. 
 
Episode 108: Surfing Barbados 
The BIC SUP Team explore the beautiful island of Barbados in search of the perfect wave. 
 
Episode 109: Paddling Tahiti 
Nikki Gregg explores the turquoise waters and breathtaking tropical islands of French Polynesia with her stand up paddleboard. 
 
Episode 110: Paddling Jordan 
Nikki explores the beautiful country of Jordan by 4-wheel drive, camelback, and stand up paddleboard. 
 
Episode 111: Paddling the Pocono Mountains 
Nikki and guests explore the scenic whitewater creeks, rivers and lakes of Pennsylvania's beautiful Pocono Mountains. 
 
Episode 112: Paddling Maine 
The Facing Waves crew put their paddling skills to the test on the flowing rivers of Maine. 
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Episode 201: Paddling BC’s Sunshine Coast 
Hosts Luke Hopkins and Anne Pagano explore British Columbia's Sunshine 
Coast and extreme tidal rapids by seakayak and SUP 
 
Episode 202: Maine By Paddle 
Facing Waves explores paddling adventures in the Maine Highlands and 
Downeast and Acadia counties of Maine. 
 
Episode 203: Paddling Saskatchewan 
Facing Waves heads to serene and scenic northern Saskatchewan for the 
Missinipe Whitewater Festival and a canoe trip on the Churchill River 
 
Episode 204: Paddling the Swedish-Norwegian Borderlands 
Host Heather Herbeck explores the Swedish-Norwegian Borderlands region near 
Värmland, Sweden with her SUP and competes in a 55k kayak race. 
 
Episode 205: Paddling Vernon 
Explore the vibrant paddling community in Vernon, British Columbia at the 
annual Kalamalka Classic SUP festival. 
 
Episode 206: Paddling Ventura, California 
Facing Waves explores the laid back, beachside community of Ventura, 
California for an outdoor SUP adventure with friendly people and good vibes. 
 
Episode 207: Paddling the Galapagos 
Facing Waves travels to the Ecuador to explore the Galapagos islands - one of 

the world's most spectacular and biodiverse regions. 
 
Episode 208: Paddling Peru 
Facing Waves heads to Peru on a stand up paddling expedition to explore the 
rivers of the cloud forest at the headwaters of the Amazon. 
 
Episode 209: Paddling Taiwan 
Facing Waves explores the whitewater rivers and surf breaks of Taiwan, with 
professional stand up paddlers Harry Maskell and Greg Closier. 
 
Episode 210: Paddling Juneau, Alaska 
Facing Waves host Ken Whiting travels to Juneau, Alaska, to paddle with 
whales, bears, glaciers and icebergs on a multi-day sea kayaking adventure. 
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Episode 301: Paddling Wales 
The Facing Waves team heads to Wales to explore the coast by stand 
up paddleboard, surf the legendary Snowdonia inland surf lagoon, and 
learn the sport of coasteering. 
 
Episode 302: Paddling Dominican Republic 
Luke Hopkins takes his stand up paddleboard on an exploratory 
journey along the coast, through the rivers, and in the surf that 
surrounds Dominican Republic. 
 
Episode 303: Paddling Jamaica 
Ken Whiting explores Jamaica’s stunning coastline, mountainous 
rivers, and epic ocean surf with his sea kayak. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Episode 304: Paddling the Great Calusa Blueway 
Luke Hopkins and Anne Pagano explore one of the world’s great water 
trails by stand up paddle board - Florida’s Great Calusa Blueway 
Paddling Trail. 
 
Episode 305: Paddling the Oregon Coast 
Facing Waves explores the rugged Oregon Coast by sea kayak, SUP 
and whitewater kayak. 
 
Episode 306: Paddling West Sweden 
Facing Waves host, Ulrika Larsson, reveals her favourite paddling 
waters along the rugged granite coast in West Sweden during all four 
seasons. 
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 Episode 401 – 404 : Sea Kayaking Quebec 
Ken Whiting explores the dramatic coastlines and National Parks of Québec’s Gaspésie and Bas-Saint-Laurent regions by sea 
kayak, canoe, and stand up paddleboard. 
 
Episode 405: Kayaking the Saguenay Fjord and James Bay 
Ken Whiting paddles through the heart of the magnificent Saguenay fjord before heading to one of the most pristine parts of 
North America, where he immerses himself in the Cree culture while exploring the regions breathtaking lakes and rivers by 
kayak. 
 
Episode 406: Stand Up Paddling Montreal  
Luke Hopkins heads to the lively city of Montréal, Québec to put his stand up paddling skills to the ultimate test on the huge 
waves of the Saint Lawrence River’s Lachine Rapids. Alex Kellar then explores the beautiful and tranquil rivers and lakes in the 
Eastern Townships by stand up paddleboard. 
 
Episode 407: Paddling Poland 
Facing Waves discovers the incredible culture, and explores the amazing landscapes around Mazury, Poland. 
 


